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abundant possibilities of life in a fitting expression must
lead—where such a formula is accepted—to an inhibition,
or total exclusion, of other highly important forms and
activities of life. In the first place, all those vital forms
dependent upon feeling will become repressed in such a
type, as, for instance, aesthetic activities, taste, artistic
sense, the art of friendship, etc. Irrational forms such
as religious experiences, passions and the like, are often
obliterated even to the point of complete unconsciousness.
These, conditionally quite important, forms of life have to
support an existence that is largely unconscious. Doubt-
less there are exceptional men who are able to sacrifice
their entire life to one definite formula; but for most of
us a permanent life of such exclusiveness is impossible.
Sooner or later—in accordance with outer circumstances
and inner gifts—the forms of life repressed by the intel-
lectual attitude become indirectly perceptible, through a
gradual disturbance of the conscious conduct of life.
Whenever disturbances of this kind reach a definite
intensity, one speaks of a neurosis. In most cases, how-
ever, it does not go so far, because the individual in-
stinctively allows himself some preventive extenuations
of his formula, worded, of course, in a suitable and
reasonable way. In this way a safety-valve is created.
The relative or total unconsciousness of such
tendencies or functions as are excluded from any partici-
pation in the conscious attitude keeps them in a relatively
undeveloped state. As compared with the conscious
function they are inferior. To the extent that they are
unconscious, they become merged with the remaining
contents of the unconscious, from which they acquire a
bizarre character. To the extent that they are conscious,
they only play a secondary role, although one of con-
siderable importance for the whole psychological picture.
Since feelings are the first to oppose and contradict

